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RED RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

The Projector
Are Students Being Poisoned
by Toxic Gases?
by Bruce Benson
The conditions in the welding
shops at Red River Community
College may be hazardous to
the health of both students and
instructors.
Peter Johnston, a welding instructor, says that he has been
suffering from headaches and
constriction of the chest since
returning from summer break.
"It feels like someone is sitting
on my chest," he said.
Steve Franklin, another
instructor, claims he has had
headaches, a constricted chest,
and eye irritation since returning. Several students have been
complaining of headaches,
stomachaches, and eye irritation. There are usually 60 - 70
students using the shops in a
given day.
The cause of these ailments,
according to Johnston and

Franklin, is a new electrostatic
air cleaner installed in the
welding shops during the sum-

change. One day this term the
temperature rose to 92°F. In
order to lower the temperature

mer. This system is an air
cleaner, and as such, recycles
the air already in the room. It

the new ventilating system was
shut down.

removes particles from the air
but does not affect the toxic
gases given off from welding
operations. This system runs in

"Thats when the gases really
pile up," says Curtis Boucher,
an 18-year-old student from
Fort Rouge.

conjunction with another
system which also recycles air
but brings in a percentage of
fresh air.

Another concern is that the
torches burn the oxygen in the
air and that oxygen-depleted air
is then recycled to be inhaled by
people in the room.

Another problem with an air
recycling system is the possibility of heat build-up. Welding
torches create heat, which
warms the air. This air is recycled and returned to the room
with very little temperature

Johnston and Franklin have
been complaining to the
administration since the beginning of term, September 4/85.
"We tell our supervisors all the
deficiencies and nothing happens," says Franklin.

1985 MONTE CARLO

'Welding students complain gases build up when
they're all working together.
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Johnston sent Peter Elvers,
chairman of the industrial section of industrial and
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photocopy of page 31 of a document put out by the Department
of National Health and Welfare
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"The temperature of welding
and cutting processes is high
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. . . Nitrogen dioxide has
poor warning properties and a
disabling or even fatal dose may
be inhaled without the affected
person being aware of it. Symptoms are delayed for several

A new, electrostatic air cleaner does not function when heat from welding
torches builds up.

Students give "thumbs-up" to
campaign against Hemphill
dent Sharon Anderson said she
was pleased by the favorable
Thirty-three people out of 40 response to the S.A.'s decision.
support the RRCC Students' "It shows that the majority of
Association's decision to run a students support us," she said.
$10,000 anti-Maureen Hemphill Only one staff member
• campaign come the next provin- replied.
cial election.
Anderson said
believes
On August 15/85 the S.A.. .§pawisof ......,
ere writallocated $10,000 of ffigtvcrtefr rby t:t
person.
annual budget to lobby a ihst: 1-k oweitti,
t affect
the minister of educ tiO:1 ,:ther renSult of t
because she and her depart Mt' . One of the rsupport g comhave not responded to the A. is 4valeea"Why do the
requests for a new librar to diMi/ersities get more su sidizing
replace the over-crowded ar- Lhp„the,so
ty lieges?
ning Resource Centre.
Ft- WeThati6litste
r more
Students' Association P si r.,:aalideatEcorefeb
y do".

by Bruce Owen
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There was also this comment:
"I feel that this is a fairly
reasonable move which will put
public pressure on Mrs. Hemphill and perhaps get her to act.
We really do need a larger
library."
And this comment reflects the
general feeling of those seven
people who disagreed with the
S.A.'s decision: "1 think it is a
waste of money and effort. It
also gives RRCC a bad name."

hours after exposure, when the
affected person experiences
tightness in the chest,
breathlessness, and a cough
culminating in pulmonary
edema which interferes with
oxygen exchange. Death may
occur from anoxia."
The document goes on to
state that excessive exposure to
ozone can also produce
pulmonary edema, and that
other effects of exposure to
ozone include, "headache,
chest pain, and eye irritation."
After receiving this information from Johnston, Elvers
turned the matter over to
Lucien Mousseau, co-chairman
of the Workplace Safety and
Health Committee at the college.
Mousseau says he then got in
touch with the province's
Workplace Safety and Health
office and arranged for Steve

The S.A. will still accept student comments concerning this Chmara, a safety and health
issue. The office is room officer, to come to the college
and take air samples. Chmara
DM-20.

was to test for nitrogen dioxide,
nitric oxide, and ozone on Monday September 23/85, but he
did not show up. Nor did he get
in touch with Mousseau to tell
him he would be delayed.
Nothing more was done
about the problem until
September 26/85, when Gary
Polonsky, RRCC president,
met with Vern Fraser, deparment head of metals, Robert
Dunham, principle of industrial
and technology division. Also
present at the meeting were the
six welding instructors, Elvers,
Moussear, and a representative
for E. J. Faraci and Associates,
the company that designed the
air cleaner device. This
representative refused to give
his name or that of his company.

"I have an employer like
anybody else and I don't think
they'd want me talking to you,"
he said.
At this meeting Polonsky told
Mousseau to get in touch with
Workplace Safety and Health
immediately. Mousseau then
was able to arrange for Jeff
Bawden, an industrial hygienist
for Workplace Safety and
Health to take a look at the
welding shops.
Bawden arrived at the college
at 8:30 a.m. on September
27/85. After a closed meeting
with Elvers and Mousseau, he
talked with Johnston and
Franklin and took a sample for

ozone. He found very little
ozone, but will return to the collee on Thursday, October 3/85
to do more testing. He will be
testing for 5 gases and 6 or 7
metals in the air. Asked what he
thought he may find, Bawder
replied, "I don't speculate. I
don't have to."
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Sir,
I was astonished to read in
Bruce Owen's article "S.A.
Aims for Hemphill" (Projector,
Sept. 20/85) that our illustrious
student council intends to throw
away $10,000. in student fees —
i.e. your and my hard-earned
dollars — to defeat Education
Minister Maureen Hemphill in
the next provincial election.
Frankly, as a student at this college I am embarrassed at such
juvenile behavior by supposedly
responsible people.
What irks me most about this
ill-conceived, grandstanding
tactic, is that if there is a surplus
of $10,000. in the S.A. budget
to throw at such frivolous ventures, I think the student body is
entitled to a rollback in student
fees.
What council fails to
recognize is that most students
experience considerable financial hardships in order to attend
college for one or two years.
Many graduate with debts that
will take them a decade to pay
off. For students to see such
wastefulness with our compulsory $60 annual student fee
borders on contempt by council
towards the students they represent. This also smacks of gross
fiscal mismanagement.

As I was not privy to the
strategy sessions leading up to
this brainwave, I cannot determine whether this action
resulted from political naivete,
or mere stupidity. Giving council the benefit of the doubt I'll
assume for now it was political
naivete. Council should be
made aware that defeating
Maureen Hemphill will not provide one iota of benefit towards
getting our badly-needed
library. (In fact, it probably set
back the cause.) Hemphill is not
the government. Even if the
incumbent government were to
be re-elected, it would not hold
open her education portfolio as
a memorial should she be
defeated. She would be replaced!
In addition, major financial
commitments within a government cannot always be made
independently by a minister.
These decisions are often made
at cabinet level, based on
overall government priorities,
and where every minister is
jockeying for money for their
pet projects. Financial allocations may depend on who can
scream loudest or lobby longest.
There's only so much to go
around, and after all, the
government is juggling a $500
million annual deficit.

•0••••••••••• • ••• •• •••••••••• • ••• • ••••••••• • ••••

Editorial
Last week saw two milestones
in Canadian culture: the
resignation of Marcel Masse
and the season premiere of

Miami Vice.
Masse is a Quebecois politician who held a senior cabinet
post. He had some character
liabilities that were apparently
minor but nonetheless inappropriate.
Masse's portfolio was communication. He was the man
responsible for Canadian
culture.
Canadian culture is an
appropriate term. A culture is
something fuzzy that grows in a
lab under glass. Masse was our
head scientist.
He was trying to figure a way
to prevent a neighboring culture
from stealing our culture's
lifeforce. Our neighboring
culture is massive, voracious,
omniscient. Last week it was
spewing fuzzballs all over the
place. Those fuzzballs are US
network TV season premieres
and debuts.
One of those fuzzballs is
Miami Vice. The show is big. It
made the cover of Time
magazine.
Miami Vice represents a type
of perfection not seen in television before. It could be said that
when Miami Vice appeared last
season television shifted gears.
Miami Vice is a good show.

Miami Vice has their plot
points down pat.
They also have superb
characters, deft music, and a
vital lean-ness in their scripts.
When a plot point occurs in
Miami Vice, it is usually at a
moment following some sudden, wanton death-dealing. The
characters stare at each other,
but do not speak. In the
background, music is heard.

Keep this in mind about
cabinet decisions, too. Ministers
of government are probably the
least qualified people in our
society to hold such responsible
positions. They don't even have
to go for a job interview, and
their only credentials to hold a
position may be that they were
elected by a majority, and
perhaps their party owes them a
favour. Good ministers usually
recognize their largely
ceremonial policy-making roles
and leave the operations to the
civil servants. So, don't be surprised when bad decisions are
made, like the lack of action on
our library.
What makes council think the
electorate of Logan constituency could give a hoot that we do
not have our new library? I
think that's being a bit
idealistic. Most Logan residents
are probably more concerned
with issues affecting them more
directly, like housing, jobs and
social security. In fact, for some
who have no association with
the college, they may think a
new library would be frivolous.
Perhaps if S.A. council
members would attend their
political science classes instead
of relishing the perks of office,
they would have realized what
makes governments tick, and
avoided looking like kids
fighting in the sand box.

Unfortunately this blunder
has more far — reaching
implications. It casts suspicion
on the entire S.A. budget, and
the competency of council to
govern. I noticed in the budget
outline, also printed in the last
Projector, that an additional
$10,000 is allocated to a Conference. That seems like a lot of
money to spend, without some
accountability to the student
body about the benifits our college will receive by being
represented. Assuming we have
been represented at such conferences in the past, I recall seeing no report, in the Projector
or anywhere else, on the conference from those attending. In
most responsible organizations
a report is required outlining
what was learned.
I'm sure I nor most other
students feel obliged to provide
our president and/or other
council members with a winter
vacation without at least a
report back to those paying for
the trip. It should tell us who
attended, what they learned,
and what it means to us.
I think to keep council out of
trouble, they should be obliged
to print in the Projector; once a
year, a full and professionally
audited financial statement so
we can see how our fees are
being spent.

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

I would like to know who
made the decision to spend
SI0,000 on a hate campaign
directed towards Maureen
Hemphill. I certainly wasn't
consulted and I put S40 into the
Student Association coffers. I
didn't have a choice about this
S40. I do not think the S.A.
should enter the political arena,
especially using student fees. If

I disapprove of the actions of
Sharon Anderson and her
"council" as reported in your
Sept. 20, 1985 edition of

I happened to like Maureen
Hemphill, indeed if she was my
mother, a portion of my $40
would still be used against her
and I would have no say in the
matter.

The S.A. council is an elected
body and should therefore
respect the wishes of its voters.
The music is often a wood- Only $1500 was spent on orienwind, some jungle bamboo tation and yet $10,000 is to be
flute. Tauntingly, it speaks to spent on a hate campaign. I
Sonny Crockett and Ricardo think there should be an
Tubbs. It says, Hey you crazy investigation into this matter to
gringos, there's wild people try- determine the motives as well as
ing to blast you away. There's the competency of whoever is
money all over the place but you controlling the treasury.
don't even get danger pay. And
it's all caused by a nasty, tasty
shrub called coca.
Name withheld by request

Projector.
My exposure to Jodi Holla
revealed him to be diligent in his
duties, helpful in his actions,
and courteous in his manner. I
realize that no one is perfect and
that he may not always have
been able to maintain these
good characteristics in his dealings in council, but I would not
have voted to have him removed. This, as Don Hillman would
say, "is not acceptable
behavior".
I would have supported a
motion calling for a compulsory
human relations workshop and
that everyone involved in the
S.A. office attend. The decision
would then lie with each
member to attend and produce,
or face disqualification. Thus,
we could initiate change

I would urge all students to
voice their disapproval of the
council's high-handed-decisions
by turning in the ballots printed
in the last Projector by marking
the "do not support" box.
In future, I suggest that council consider other means of
handling a surplus in our student fees. In this case they could
have got much better mileage
out of the $10,000. had they
offered it to the government as
a token gesture of student cornmitement for a new library. It
may not be much in a multimillion dollar project, but it
might at least show we are willing to put our money where our
mouth is and expect the government to do the same. We could
have come out smelling like a
rose, and perhaps even embarrassed the government for their
inaction.
Another more worthy alternative for the surplus funds
would be a donation on behalf
of the student body towards
African famine relief.
Or, finally, a more selfish
allocation of the funds could be
to buy everyone a round or two
at the next beer bash. After
all,it is our money.
Yours truly,

Glen Merritt
Creative Communications

through education rather then
elimination.
Sharon Anderson, and council, have just authorized a
$10,000 campaign against
Maureen Hemphill, Minister of
Education. Is this an example of
the "inter-personal skills and
rational behavior" so diligently
pursued by council? I am
against the expenditure of
$10,000 of our student fees
being put toward the new
library? That would be a
positive and constructive action.
1 hope that the newly elected
council will think and do the
proper actions at its first opportunity.
I believe that the decisions
made by Sharon Anderson and
her council, with the support of
office manager Don Hillman,
should be rejected.
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New Student
Union Building
on its way
"I make no doubt that the building, through the personalities
which alone can give it vitality, will take its part in what must
perhaps be the supreme function of an educational institution, the
development of individual character."
Vincent Massey
Hart house
University of Toronto
by Bruce Owen
1919
Since 1982 a small group of
students and staff have been
working to have a Student
Union Building (S.U.B.) built at
Red River Community College.
This project, which has been
approved in principle by the
provincial Treasury Board, will
be located north of E and F
buildings. The facilities in the
S.U.B. will include a pub, food
area, raquetball and squash
courts, a 3000 seat multipurpose room, the CMOR radio
station (which may expand to a
FM station) and the Students'
Association offices.
The total building cost is
estimated at $5 million. All funding for the proposed S.U.B. is
to be raised by RRCC Student
Union Building Fund Inc.
Bill Jost, president of the
S.U.B. Fund 'and manager of
the Crazy Ox, said it's a lot of
work to get a project like this
going. "But it will add much
needed space for students for
both studying and social
activities," he said.
Jost became involved in the
S.U.B. development four years
ago when he was president of
the S.A. "I saw there wasn't
enough facilities for students
and not much was being done
for them," he said. "An
independent Student Union
Building would change that and
be good for faculty too."
The S.U.B. Fund last met on
June 3/85. At that time the corporation increased their number
of board members from 12 to 30
and subsequently installed 13
new members. The group also
learned they have a current
bank balance of approximately
$80,000 seed money which has
been provided by the S.A. and
that the same amount can be
expected for the next three
years.
Three committees were also

set up at the meeting. The Personnel Committee, consisting of
Ray Newman, Don Hillman,
Gary Polonsky and Sam
Richards, is to hire a fundraiser
(Executive Director) to help
meet the monetary objective
needed to begin construction.
The second committee, the ByLaw Committee, is charged
with structuring by-laws to meet
the needs of the growing S.U.B.
Fund. Ian Okell, Bill Jost, Sam
Richards and Gary Okrusko are
responsible for these changes.
And Steve Maitland, Ray
Newman, Heather Wiebe, Roy
Low, Jan Fedoruk and Dave
Kemp make up the Alumni
Committee, which is to organize
an Alumni Association.
As well, architect Denis
Jesson has been hired as a consultant for the project at an
anticipated design cost of
$230,000. Jesson is a professor
of architecture at the University
of Manitoba.
Sharon Anderson, president
of the S.A., said provincial fun-.
ding for the S.U.B. is not
expected. "We want to be
responsible for the building,"
she said. "We won't take any
money from the government to
build it. We'd rather see them
give money for a new library or
more classroom space."
Don Hillman, business
manager of the S.A. and
treasurer of the S.U.B. Fund
said the building will probably
be constructed in stages. "We'll
build the revenue producing
facilities first, like the pub, and
add the other areas later."
"We want the S.U.B. to be
the living room of the campus,"
he said. "Faculty and alumni
will be able to use it too. It will
be a union of people rather than
just students."
Construction is expected to
begin in two years.

The two hour season
premiere threw the pacing and
the plot points all out of whack.
The lean-ness went out the window because you need a lot
more action to fill two hours.
But the characters substained,
and the show prevailed.

Canadian culture is at a plot
point. We've just lost our key
man. Free trade, satellites, and
When one studies television US network TV are elements in
writing, you learn that sixty the script.
minute dramas have three acts.
The acts change about fifteen
We have the characters. Up
and forty-five minutes into the
story. The juncture at which the here, lean-ness is a way of life.
plot changes is called the plot In the background, I can hear
the-music.
point.

October 9, 1985, 12:00 noon
Black Lecture Theatre
Presentation of Students'
Association Financial Statements

Brian Demond

Business Accountancy

Coffee
and Donuts

Miami Vice is meant to be
one hour long. The pacing of
the show has been honed to
perfection, so as to maximize
the drama at the moment of
transition.

Students' Association
Annual General Meeting

Staff

Editor-in-chief
News Editor
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Production

Pete Williamson
Bruce Owen
Heather Leask
Brad Oswald
Brian Pelletier

The Projector is written and compiled every two
weeks by Red River students for Red River students.
If you have any comments regarding the paper,
please contact us in Trailer 'IC' next to the student
parking lot.

•
Future site of Student Union Building.

All Students Welcome!!!
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ENTERTAINMENT

Record Reviews
X/Knitters/Stevie Ray Vaughn/R.E.M.
by Darryl Sterdan

TANDY/Raehe thaek
TANDY 1000 Computer
Ownership Program
Special Promotion for College Students only!!!

Until October 15/85 only, students at Canadian
Colleges can purchase the popular TANDY 1000
Computer featuring 128K RAM, 360K. Drive,
MS DOS, Basic, Deskmate and monochrome
monitor for only S1299." (reg. 51828. 0°)
TANDY/Radio Shack Computer Centres:
Shops of Winnipeg Square 859 Portage Ave.

949.0309
O. J. Anderson and RRCC's multi-talented (?) mime troupe.

t

Good-Time Mime"
Lives up to Billing
by Brad Oswald
Billing himself as "The
Good-Time Mime", 0. J.
Anderson lived up to the name
and more last week as he
delighted RRCC students in the
Tower Lounge at lunch time.
From his tongue-in-cheek/orchestral entrance right through
to his finale, a deeply emotional
piece of serious mime, he kept
the shoulder-to-shoulder,
standing-room crowd riveted to
his every move.
Anderson is not a mime in the
traditional sense. His act consists of a mixture, combining
what one might expect from a
mime with a liberal injection of
dialogue, music, and audience
participation.
He started his Monday show
by leading a tentative crowd
through a "facial aerobics"
warm-up. It took a while, but

by the end of the performance,
Anderson had the audience
responding to his every cue.
The audience is a big part of
0. J. Anderson's routine. From
"My Birth", where he emerges
from a blue-sack womb and
follows an imaginary umbilical
cord through the crowd, eventually lighting on the lap of his
startled "mother", to "Dirty
Laundry", which highlighted
RRCC's spontaneously-formed
and nearly-famous mime
troupe, Anderson's insistence
on audience involvement meant
that the crowd couldn't help but
enjoy themselves.
No one was spared. Passersby in the C-Building hallway
were, on several occasions victims of Anderson's deft
mimicry. By the end of the
hour, separate sections of the
audience were assigned specific
sound effects to repeat, on cue,

to compliment different bits of
comic mime.
In closing the show, Anderson stepped somewhat out of
character and launched into a
brief discourse condemning the
mistreatment of Viet Nam
veterans in his native United
States. He followed with an
intense and emotional piece of
serious mime that held the
crowd hushed throughout.
Anderson's forte may be
humor, but the pain, frustration, and anguish he was able to
wordlessly convey in his finale
showed that there is much depth
to the talents of "The GoodTime Mime".
This was 0. J. Anderson's
third straight year performing
at RRCC. If he passes this way
again, and you haven't yet had
a chance to take in his stuff,
don't miss it. This guy is
genuinely good.

*************************************
*
*
*

Hotel and Restauiant Administration
Graduation Committee
Invites you for

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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COFFEE & DONUTS
ONLY 50'
in front of the cave

October 8th. and 9th., 1985
1:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
**********************
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J. Anderson Speaks

by Brad Oswald
Granted, 0. J. Anderson's
act is not just mime. There is, in
fact, a good deal of spoken
communication between performer and audience. Still, the
prospect of an interview gives
one an uneasy feeling, and
preparation is a little more difficult than usual.
I mean, what kind of questions do you ask, and what kind
of answers do you expect .. .
well, how do you interview a
mime?
As it turns out, 0. J. Anderson, "The Good-Time Mime",
is a friendly, conversational,
nice guy. The pre-interview
fears were not justified. My
questions were not met by
silent, imaginary walls,
balloons, or men running
against the wind. Anderson was
open and informative about his
craft and himself.
At 31, he's been doing his
comedy/mime routine for 7
years now. His theatrical
background is impressive. A
native of Ann Arbor, Michigan,
he holds a degree in theatre
from the University of Detroit.
Following his graduation, he
travelled to Europe, where he
studied opera and mime in
London.
When he returned to the
U.S., he did operas and commercial work for a time. Then
he and a friend, who has since
become Anderson's business
manager, tried their hand in the
promotion field. They bought
an old building, turned it into a
theatre, and started booking
acts. The kind of success they
had is reflected by Anderson's
account of one particular show.
"We once put on Bruce
Cockburn for an audience of
six," he relates. "We were losing our shirts."
It was about that time that
Anderson's friend approached
him and asked him about his
mime background. "He came
up to me and asked me if I had

studied mime. When I said I
had, he asked, `Do you have a
mime routine?' I said no, but
then he looked at me and said,
`You HAVE a mime routine.' It
turned out that he had booked
me as a mime at the Rotary
Club the following night for
$25." The rest, as they say, is
history.
Things are different now for
Owen John Anderson from the
times when he changed his stage
name from 'Owen' to '0. J.' in
order to save the cost of printing two extra letters on his
posters. He tours the U.S. from
the east coast to the continental
divide, with occasional forays
up into Canada. He has bookings well into 1986. And he
makes a good living at what he
does. "Yeah, I'm comfortable," he says, "but it's taken
seven years. It's not like coming
out of college with a business
degree, where you get started
right away and you're making
money. In a performing field, it
takes time to establish a name."
During his tours of colleges
and clubs, Anderson does a
routine that steps outside the
bounds of traditional mime. His
act involves much dialogue, and
active participation from his
audience.
"I get bored with traditional
mimes," he says. "Actually, I
don't know if I get bored with
them or jealous because I can't
do what they can. I just like to
include a lot of crazy stuff and
have fun with it."
He explains that the muscle
control necessary to perform
mime is not a difficult thing at
all. It involves three basic principles — pressure, resistance,
and 'pop'. According to Anderson, every movement in mime
involves those three fundamentals. "It's simple. It's a matter
of practice," he says. "I can
teach anyone to do the wall and
the rope. The rest of it is in what
you bring to your show."
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"The Good-Time Mime"
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It's been a busy summer for
X. First, they released an album
of country/comedy tunes under
the moniker The Knitters, and
now they have an album out
under their own singleconsonant name. Unfortunately, the band seems to be having
a consistency problem. While
one of the above discs is fresh,
lively and inventive, the other is
uninspired and dull.
First, the bad news.
X's new album is titled Ain't
Love Grand. After listening to
it, one can easily see it was
meant sarcastically. Predictably, most of the songs deal
with love — in this case love
gone bad. This subject matter is
not suprising when one considers that X's two main
songwriters (and vocalists),
John Doe and Exene Cervenka,
recently broke up after a long
relationship. Given this, one
cannot help but see this album
as a chronicle of that breakup.
One of X's strong points had
been the harmony vocals of
John and Exene, but they are
nowhere to be found on Ain't
Love Grand. Just as they have
split in real life, so are they
separated on record. As well,
the songs are alternated so that
John sings one song, Exene the
next, and so on. Thus arranged,
the album sounds like an argument set to music.

Only occasionally do we get a
glimpse of X's greatness. The
song 'What's Wrong With Me
. . .' sounds like the X of old,
but unfortun'ately degenerates
into another argument between
Exene and John. During the
middle of the song, John starts
explaining to her how he tries
and tries, but there are just
some people he can't get along
with. Exene's reply is a snarky
`Oh yeah?'.
Preoccupied as the couple
seem to be with their relationship, it is no wonder that most
of the songs on the album come
off sounding second-rate. As
well, the performances are
uninspired, probably due to the
same circumstances.
One hopes that John and
Exene can either get it together
or get it over with before the
next X album. Either way,
they'll hopefully be able to find
something different to write
about.
Now, the good news.
The Knitters' album, Poor
Little Critter on the Road, is
possibly one of the best records
of the year. It is a sparkingly
fresh disc, filled with witty
country stompers and soulful
western ballads.
For all their marital problems, John and Exene seem to
be having fun here. While tipping their hat to their country
roots and influences, they seem

to realize that a tribute can also
be fun. Songs like 'Wrecking
Ball' (about a guy who stomps
on chickens for a living) and
`Poor Little Critter on the
Road' are as humourous as they
are musically authentic, and the
band's version of Leadbelly's •
`Rock Island Line' is second to
none, both in musical and entertainment terms.
However, the record is not all
fun and games. Many of the
songs are deadly serious, such
as John's touching rendition of
`Silver Wings'. Complete with
authentic stand-up bass and
pedal steel guitar, these ballads.
are the real tribute here. While
The Knitters' show their proficiency with country music by
toying around with it, they also
prove that they know and
appreciate it on its own terms.
All in all, The Knitters'
album is everything X's is not:
fun, witty, inventive and
inspired. Hopefully we'll see
more albums from this aggregation.
❑ [I] [I]
Stevie Ray Vaughn has been
touted by many as a blues guitar
hero for the '80s, but so far he
has done little to cement this
reputation. His first two
albums, Texas Flood and
Couldn't Stand the Weather,
showed him to be a first-rate
guitarist, but a third-rate singer

Bamboo Bops
by D. N. Blair Smith
For those of you who are willingly caught up in the
resurgence of bare bones, backto-the-basics rock and roll,
BAMBOO has recorded an
album just for you.
"Stop all- Distractions" is the
debut record from Peterborough, Ont. natives BAMBOO. The disc is a solid collection of listenable Canadian rock
and roll.
The songs are pared-down in
a production sense: This band
should come across well in a live
setting, provided that they are
true to the honest sound
purveyed on this album.
Hailed as a counter-attack to
the British Invasion, BAMBOO
has caught on vinyl a distinctive
Canadian flavour. However,
there are a few interesting twists
to be heard.
In rock and roll's somewhat

narrow boundaries, any small
experiment can be risky and is
often ill-fated. BAMBOO pulls
off a few experiments in sound.
To their credit, the music is left
more interesting and thoughtprovoking as a result.
The album lacks the production values of a top-bill act but
this is most likely a lack of
funds, not talent. However, it
delivers an honest group of mild
rockers. You won't listen to this
disc for one song that you love.
Rather you can throw it on
knowing it delivers two sides of
consistently good music.
"Come Day-0 Night Eh!",
"Don't Give It A Name", and
"Put Me In Your Plans" stand
out. Personal taste however,
will make a variety of listeners
enjoy a variety of different
pieces.
One hears a number of

influences in "Stop all Distractions". Most notably is a
similarity to the now-defunct
Harlequin. Not to be outdone,
though, the boys in the band
(Mike Langford, the voice; Alex
Stangl, guitars and compositions; Phil Poppa, saxophone
and vocals; Max E. Drachenbery, three drums; Robert
Steele, keyboards; and Ken
(Spider) Sinnaeve, bass) write
music that's easily as accessible.
What sets it apart from the
Harlequins of the day is a penchant for the small-scale
experimental in style.
With sharper harmonies and
a dose of depth in sound production values, BAMBOO
could become a force on
Canada's music scene.
All in all an enjoyable debut.
definitely deserves a serious
listen.

What's Up?
Here, courtesy of Steve Maitland, RRCC's plucky and fearless
director of programming, is a preview of upcoming events for the
month of October:
— Oct. 17: "417" plays in the Tower Lounge at noon.
— Oct. 18: "Octoberfest in October" beer bash, South gym.
— Oct. 22: John Stello Quartet — Tower Lounge at noon.
— Oct. 24: John Sirkus — Tower Lounge at noon.
— Oct. 25: Halloween Bash, featuring rock videos, South Gym.
— Oct. 28 & 29: Scott Jones — Tower Lounge at noon.
DON'T FORGET — STUDENT AID FOR AFRICA,
Sunday, October 13, 1985, at Le Rendez-Vous. Four bands — Club
One, The Cheer, Brent Parkin and the Stingers, and The Chocolate
Bunnies From Hell. Proceeds to aid the African relief effort.
Tickets are $8. 00 in advance, $10.°° at the door. Available at A.T.O.
Booth. Get'em quick, because this one should be a sellout.

and a songwriter with little albums like Soul to Soul just
don't fill the bill.
originality.
Unfortunately, Vaughn's new
Ei] Eil
album, Soul to Soul, won't
Four years after it was
change his detractors' opinions.
recorded and released in the
While the album successfully
U.S., R.E.M.'s first record has
showcases Vaughn's pyrotechjust been issued in Canada. Titlnic guitar abilities, it also shows
ed Chronic Town, this five-song
once again that he does not
EP has long been sought after
possess that certain spark that
by record collectors and fans of
separates the artists from the
the band.
technicians.
Anyone who has been waiting
On Soul to Soul, Vaughn has
to hear it will not be disapadded a keyboard player and a
pointed. While the songs on
saxophonist to his bass-andChronic Town are definitely
drums backing band. While the
more rudimentary than those on
extra instruments definitely add
the band's more recent albums,
to the sound, often they do little
they display the depth and
more than take away some of
moodiness characteristic of all
the grittiness so necessary to the
R.E.M.'s work.
blues. Missing this integral
On Chronic Town, one hears
ingredient, the band ends up
a still-developing band attempsounding too slick, like a Vegas
ting to come to terms with their
version of Jimi Hendrix.
style. Singer Michael Stipe's
The songs on Soul to Soul
layered, mantra-ish vocals
break no new ground. As a
sound fresh and exciting, while
writer, Vaughn seems capable
Peter Bucli's Byrds-style guitar
of only two styles — fast funky
playing makes the disc sound
blues and slow funky blues.
like an '80's version of '60's
Knowing this makes the album
psychedelia.
extremely predictable. The only
But Chronic Town is more
song here which merits repeated
than a piece of nostalgic
listening is an excellent uprevivalism. It is a gutsy work of
tempo cover of Willie Dixon's
art from four good musicians
`You'll Be Mine'.
who have become great. It you
It's a shame that Vaughn has
are interested in seeing where it
yet to produce a work that can
all began, take a listen to
establish him as something
Chronic Town. You'll probably
more than a technically superior
want to listen to it again and
guitarist. For now, however,
again.
❑
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Tickets at
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• Ato, RRCC.
•U.W. Info Booth,

LIGHTING COURTESY
of WESTSUN MEDIA
SOUND COURTESY
of BANQUOX
SPECIAL THANKS I
LE RENDEZ-VOU

Doors 700
Sun. Oct 13,

Le Rendez-Vous
University of Winnipeg Students Assoc Red River Community College Students Assoc.
University of Manitoba Student.' 'mon University of Manitoba Arts Student Body Council
In co-operation with Le Rendez-Vous
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Movie Reviews
Richler's Script Captures
Spirit of Novel
by Denise Duguay

Creature a Waste,
Jagged Edge
a Good Bet.

just that — hilarious, corrupt,
sad and finally gentle on the
heart. The movie follows the
life of Joshua Shapiro (Woods)
in flashbacks as he waits,
chainsmoking, for his wife
Pauline (Gabrielle Lazure) to
come home.
As everyone knows, a film
based on a novel is almost
always disappointing. But
Joshua Then and Now is a
many-sided surprise. Based on
Mordecai Richler's novel of the
same name, the movie is a
bright handful of the most lively

scenes from the book. Richler,
who also wrote the screenplay,
successfully flings the novel on
screen for all to enjoy.
As a companion to the book,
it is unbeatable. As a first time
telling of the story, it rates belly
laughs, sniffles and then belly
laughs again.
The film falls down, though.
Richler wanted to make the love
story between Joshua and
Pauline the core of the movie.
But the result is flat and tinny.
Even Pauline's voice (dubbed
over at the last minute) makes
her appear transparent and distant.
But the film does pick itself
up again. Joshua's father,
Reuben, played by Alan Arkin,
is white-suited and slick. A
gangster with a big heart, he
teaches young Joshua all about
the essentials of sex and the
Bible, over beers and billiards.

The Ten Commandments is like
a test, he tells Joshua. Eight out
of ten is still an "A".
Bootlegger and counterfeiter
extraordinaire, he also teaches
Joshua the one real commandment — don't steal from your
friends. And does it with bold
faced sincerity. It is his love for
Joshua that saves him from
being condemned by viewers
and instead held close to their
hearts.
Joshua Then and Now is, in
the end, a perfect movie for
those cold October nights to
come. Romantic, comic and
tragic, it pulls the wool not over
your eyes, but over your heart
and warms it well.
And if that doesn't sell the
flick, here's a challenge. Can
you really stay away from a
movie that actually mentions
Winnipeg two whole times?

"The time has come, the
Walrus said, to speak of many
things". A famous man from
England once said that but I
wouldn't take it too seriously.
According to the book of lists,
he had a fondness for little girls
and heroin, so who is to say
exactly what he meant? More to
the point, it's time for the bimonthly slate of film reviews.
And boy oh boy, if we don't
have some winners for you this
time.

❑ El

❑

Starting from the bottom, for
no particular reason I might
add, is CREATURE. This is the
kind of movie you expect to
find scratching itself in public.
The story, smacking of
originality, involves beautiful
young scientists stranded on
Saturn with some ugly brute
straight from the film ALIEN

We're the Meat Men!

❑

MAXIE is a better film, but
there is so little nudity that
we're going to ignore it. Just
kidding. MAXIE is about the
spirit of a dead flapper who
possesses Glen Close and tries
to land a movie role. It's not
gut-bustingly funny, but Close
is excellent and it doesn't drag.
Ruth Gordon plays a crusty old,
yes, you've seen it in your sleep,
ex-flapper with a heart of gold.
But she is dead now, so the less
said the better. It is a solid
movie, remarkable solely for
the fact that it makes Glen
Close look sexy (Must have
been the lighting).
WHO GETS NAKED,
WHAT BLOWS UP:
Close gets partially naked,
some wall paper gets peeled, but
don't look for any exploding
arrows.

Fl

who wants to suck their brains

(a trait most common to space
aliens). The special effects are
nice enough, but after one of
the beautiful young female
scientists gets her brain sucked
and you hear her best friend
exclaim "Boy, the last thing we
need around hear is another
mystery", you start to wonder
if this thing wasn't cast on a
waterbed.
WHO GETS NAKED,
WHAT BLOWS UP:
A girl with a bug eating her
brain gets naked, several skulls
blow up, a bug gets squished, a
space station goes boom, and
the alien is nude just before he
gets nuked. Really, don't waste
your money.

n
James Woods, Gabrielle Lazure, and Alan Arkin in Joshua Then And Now.

Illolli tki oil!!!

1-1

Next we have CREATOR.
Now, please understand that I
am as normal as the next guy.
I've never dressed up in
women's clothing, played with
dolls or cheered for the Oilers.
Hey, I personally own three
copies of the Vannesa Williams
issue of Penthouse. But if I see
Mariel Hemingway's breast
implants one more time in a
nonpersonal way I'm gonna
toss my cookies. Not that
they're not nice or anything, but
ever since the operation this little lady with the famous uncle
has been doing the most
gratuitous nude scenes since
Linda Blair in CHAINED
HEAT. This one is no different.

CYNTHIA WAS BEGINNING TO SUSPECT
THAT ROBERT HAD NO INTENTION OF

SHARING HIS DIET PEPSI WITH HER
ADVENTURES IN NEW DIET PEPSI NO. 56 © GLEN BAXTER 1985

Suaatie lot carOonydrale and calona-reduced Oafs' -Dier Pepsi' and "Diet Pecs to/a" are rasastered trademarks ol Peps Co. Inc

Creator is about Peter
O'Toole as a wacky, yes, you
have 'seen it before, scientist
who is trying to grow back his
dead wife in one of Mariel
(I-paid-for-em-I'm-gonnashow-em) Hemingway's eggs.
Sure, it sounds like fun, and the
movie is till it starts to get
preachy and tries to teach us
about life and stuff. Then it is
all downhill.
WHO GETS NAKED,
WHAT BLOWS UP:
Mariel Hemingway and
another girl do, and a shack
blows up.

n El

Then there is JAGGED
EDGE. A film saved by the
dynamic performances of Jeff
Bridges ("He's an iceman")
and Glen boy-have-I-had-abusy-summer- Close, who
pump a lot of life into some
long-dead courtroom cliches.
What cliches? Well, there is a
crusty old father figure judge
with a heart of gold, a crusty
old drunken P.I. who swears a
lot but has a heart of gold, the
beautiful, somewhat crusty
female lawyer who is also a
single mother, and the good
looking, not at all crusty
publishing magnate. The story
is about how Jeff Bridges is
accused of killing his wife and
how Glen Close, as his lawyer,
tries to get him off. The ending
is a shocker, which I won't
reveal to you 'cause I'm a nice
guy. But I will say that if you
watch the preview real close,
you'll still have no idea who
dunnit. This is by far the best
movie out right now. Don't ya
dare miss it.
WHO GETS NAKED,
WHAT BLOWS UP:
Jeff Bridges' wife is naked,
but the blood and the welts
make it very un-erotic, and
nothing goes boom, except the
ending.
PkOn'140"/Storkear.01/4001.16%•0"M

Don't be a i
heartbreake r

by Peter Williamson

Meatcutters use two types of
Meatcutters use saws for the
knives,
and
they
both
are
very'
"We had a farm made of
heavier cutting. Hand saws and
sharp.
The
knives
are
carried
in
ground beef, and there was a litband saws, electricallytle barn and some plastic a plastic scabbard that hangs on powered, are required for
the side from a belt.
cows."
anything that is frozen or that
has bones to be cut.
Kurt Marchak was describing
the Commercial Meatcutting
display at the Red River College
One is a steak knife, the other
Open House. Kurt waited three a boning knife. Both are about
years to get into the course, due twelve inches in length. Meatto the high demand. Now he cutters have the option of wearsays he thoroughly enjoys it, ing a boning glove, made of
although he would prefer to see
it run longer than five months.
tight steel mesh. Should a meatWhile a ground beef farm
cutter cut himself, he must wear
may not have many practical
a rubber glove over the wound
applications, the correct manor bandage. If the cut is confinner of displaying meat does.
ed to a finger, a small finger
Many Meatcutting graduates
`rubber' is available.
find work with grocery stores or
butcher shops.
"We're not referred to as
"A good display will move
the product, and sales is the
butchers," says Ray Marsh. "A
name of the game," says Meatbutcher is a fellow that works in
cutting instructor Lou Spencer.
a slaughterhouse, that kills proStudents are taught to alternate
duce." Ray added that 'abatrows of beef and pork in a
toir" is the preferred term to
display case, to heighten the
'slaughterhouse'.
contrast. The green and plastic
'grass' serves this function as
Ray has worked in an abatwell. Packages of expensive
toir, as well as a locker plant,
where curing, smoking, and
cheese add a finishing touch.
sausage-making is done. Ray
Display is only one of over
worked as -a meatcutter at
seventy skills that comprise the
Loblaw's for seven years before
student progress chart in head
coming to Red River.
instructor Ray Marsh's office.

Since classes overlap, Ray conducts three five-month classes a
year. After twelve weeks of
instruction, students do four
weeks on on-the-job training.
Ray's office is a tiny cubicle
with windows on three sides
looking out on the training
area. The office temperature is
about 75 °F, this drops to 55°F
for the training area and -30°F
for the freezers.
Beside the progress chart, a
large poster of actress Linda
Carter hangs. Next to it is a
slogan that reads, 'Cows may
come and cows may go, but the
bull stops here'. On an opposite
wall hangs a framed
photograph of a blood-stained
knife, adjacent to a centimeter
ruler.
"He was boning towards
himself, which he was told not
to do," Ray explains. "The
knife went in this far." Ray's
finger span roughly matches the
eight-centimeter stain on the
knife.

Have
your
blood
sskuecrt
cphreee
MANITOBA HEART
FOUNDATION

THEBEAT Gois
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by Collin Friesen

James Wood, memorable for
his sneering tough guy roles, is
standing with his respectable
looking trench coat flung wide
open exposing the loveliest
black lace panties — and
nothing else. It's enough to
make a grown man or woman
cry — and laugh.
And Joshua Then and Now is
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"One more inch and he
would have been a she," said
Ray. The fellow came back
after he got out of the hospital,
but he had a bad case of the jitters and eventually had to quit
for good, according to Ray.

product to consumers. The
general public can buy beef,
veal, pork, lamb, or sheep in a
variety of order sizes. Most
customers, however, are Red
River staff.
One of Ray's problems is selling enough of the product. The
Red River meat counter is prohibited from advertising outside
the school. The meat is priced
very competitively and the
quality is usually high.
"I didn't plan on being a
meatcutter," Ray says. "I planned on being a vet. But my Dad
got froze out three years in a
row, and I wasn't able to put
myself through school."
Ray has been at Red River
since 1965.
"I've been advocating for a
smoke-house since I came
here," Ray says. Another area
of Ray's interest is horse meat,
but any opportunity a while
back to do some "horsecutting" didn't pan out. A lack
of consumer interest seems to
have been a factor.
The Meatcutting course sells

"I've seen the orders get
smaller and smaller over the pas
five years," Ray says. "The
families are getting down in
size, just one or two kids."
Jean Burrows is the department head of Nursing at Red
River. Jean buys a hind quarter
of beef "about once every six
months", for a family of four.
She occasionally buys meat
elsewhere, but says Red River is
the only place she'll buy the
cheaper cuts because the quality
is always high there.
The meat counter is open on
Fridays, and sometimes
Thursdays, depending on the
progress of the class.

IF BANKING
WHEN YOU WANT
IS OUT OF
THE QUESTION,
HERE'S THE ANSWER.
Just fill out an Instant Teller application form. Within a short
time. you could be doing your regular banking without
having to go inside your Commerce branch. You'll be making
deposits, withdrawing cash (up to a specified limit),
transferring funds and even paying many bills.

All at a time and place that's most convenient for you at any
Instant Teller machine across Canada. To pick up an
application form, just drop into the Bank of Commerce
- nearest you. When your application is accepted you can do
your regular banking anytime you want. Just say when.

CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE

APPLY FOR INSTANT TELLER TODAY.
Instant Teller
MAIL OR TAKE TO 1797 LOGAN AVE., WINNIPEG BRANCH (or another Commerce branch)

Please provide me with a
COMMERCE INSTANT TELLER APPLICATION FORM
NAME
ADDRESS
1797 LOGAN AVE.
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
R3E 1S9
Tel: 944-5030

CITY

TELEPHONE

PROV.

POSTAL CODE
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For eye-gripping entertainment
See the Crazy Ox's Video Rental
Display at the A.T.O. Booth,
Tower Lounge A selection of videos
able to satisfy every member of the house
at these fantastic prices! ! !
$2.24

per movie per weekend
And for those who now have a movie VHS cassette,
but no VHS cassette player, you can also rent at:
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Sportsdesk
by Heather Leask
Things are still pretty quiet on
the sports front at RRCC as far
as varsity sports goes but intermurals in flag football and
volleyball are well underway.
We'll keep you posted on the
final results. Until then, get out
and support your class team!
Tryouts are continuing for
varsity hockey with an exhibition game against Souris tentatively scheduled for next
week.
The first games for women's
and men's volleyball are October 7 and 21 respectively at
8:00 p.m. in the North Gym.

Phys. Ed. department head,
June Graham, says schedules
for men's and women's basketball should be out next week.
Check the bulletin board in the
North Gym for more details.
An informational meeting for
the RRCC rifle club will be held
in the North Gym on Wednesday, October 9 at 12:30 p.m.
Come out and see what it's all
about. The first day of shooting
is Saturday, October 19.
In next week's Projector: the
who's, what's, where's, when's
and why's of the people who
coach our RRCC varsity
athletes.

Come on guys, we gotta play like a team if we want to beat those animals
tomorrow.

Hockey Coach Situation in Limbo
by Heather Leask
Where have all the hockey
players gone? That's the question on athletic board chairman

found the right man to take
over where Whyte and Smith
left off. The only problem is the
right man, Doug Stokes, who
coached the Junior A Nor-

Ray Newman's lips these days
as the Rebels Varsity hockey
team gears up for this season's
play.

thstars to a league final last
season, is hedging on accepting
the position.

For the last three weeks,
Newman's been looking for a
coach for the team after Doug
Smith, who coached the Rebels
to both the MICHL and

"He's (Stokes) a student of
the game. He'll make a really
good addition to the team,"
Newman said in an interview
Monday.

Manitoba championships last
year, announced that business
obligations would keep him
from returning to coach the
Rebels this year.
Smith took over the coaching
position from Gary Whyte, who
resigned for business reasons as
well, last February.
This week, Newman says he's

"Unfortunately however,
Doug feels he doesn't have
enough players to work with.
We haven't been getting enough
talent out to tryout."
The turnout at tryouts this
year is down considerably compared to former years when as
many as 140 players tried out.
Last year, eighty players came
out to skate.

So far this year, Newman
says, the numbers just haven't
been there. Twenty-one players
came out for the first practice
on Tuesday, September 24. At
the second and third practice
last week, the numbers were
even lower.
Out of the six players from
last year that indicated they
would be coming back to the
team, only two came out to
practice last week.
"My guess is that they don't
want to get into any heavy
skating right now until the
games start. They're probably
trying to keep up with school
right now," reasons Newman.
In an effort to bolster attendance at tryouts, posters have
been put up around the college
and ads have been placed on

CMOR.
"The posters helped," said
Newman on Monday, "Four
more players signed up the day
after the posters went up."
Veterans Glen Holmes, David
Korchynski, Mark Bishop, Ken
Fardoe, Peter Blumenschien,
and Ron Brako have all
indicated that they will be returning to the team.
Any players who are
interested in trying out can
register at the equipment desk in
the North Gym.

update
*****
On Wednesday, a happier
Ray Newman said that things
were looking up.
"We had 28 players out last
night and there's some good
prospects there. We still haven't
signed with Doug but we hope
to by the end of the week."
Hockey tryouts continue next
week on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday from 10:20 to
11:20 p.m. at the Pioneer Arena.

Rifle club
An informational meeting, for all those
interested in participating in the RRCC
Rifle Club activities for the 1985-86 year,
will be held in the North Gym on Wednesday, October 9th at 12:30 p.m.
The College owns three rifles and a spotting scope which can be made available to
club members. Members may also bring
their own guns, provided they meet with the
Range Officer's approval.
A membership fee of approximately
$5.00, plus the cost of your ammunition
and time is all you pay.
In past years, members of the RRCC
Rifle Club have participated, and placed
well, in several provincial and national competitions. If you are interested, be sure to
attend this meeting.
Saturday, October 19th, will be the first
day of shooting, and every Saturday
thereafter until April 26th, 1986.

Intermural volleyball is in full swing. Come out and support your team at the '
North Gym.
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